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Nixon Takes
60% In MC,
Campus Poll
By MARCIA A. SLACUM
This week THE BREEZE staff
took a random surrey to determine where the student body
stood on the upcoming Presidential Election. The survey
Included 360 Madison students
and asked two major questions:
Who do you plan to vote for
In the November Presidential
Election?; and, What do you
think is the major Issue facing the United States today?
The results were as follows:
Nixon
61.9%
McGovern 19.4%
Undecided 11.1%
Not Voting
6.9%
Other
.6%
Major Issue
Vietnam War
161 votes
Economy
41 votes
The percentage of Madison
students In favor of President
Nixon is close to that of a
cor for above
Nixon is close to that of a
recent Gallop poll that showed
President Nixon winning the
support of 60% of registered
voters compared to 34% in favor of McGovern. It Is interesting to contrast the percentage of Madison students for
Nixon to the fact that the Gallup Poll shows President Nixon
In the lead with all major population groups with the exception of new voters and blacks.
There was an extreme variety of Issues cited as being
the major one facing the
United States. The responses
ranged from unemployment to
a break down of society with
special emphasis on welfare,
crime,
pollution and over
population.

Drama Class
Tryouts Set
Tryouts for scenes from
"Death Of A Salesman/' "The
American Dream," "Picnic,"
and " The C rucible'' will be con ducted by the first group of student-directors in Mr. Kramer's
"Directing Seminar" on Monday and Tuesday, Oct. 23 and 24,
In the Duke Theater from 4p.m.
to 5:30 p.m.
T. P. Herni will direct scenes
from Arthur Miller's "The
Crucible, Margot Worthlngton
will direct Edward Albee's
"The American Dream," Gall
Hackman has selected Wm.
Inge's "Picnic," and Mike
Baker has chosen "Death Of
A Salesman." Twenty-one parts
will be cast and everyone Is
welcome to tryout for parts in
these
modern American
classics.
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Parade, Dance, Concert
Highlight Homecoming
BY LINDA SHAUT
Madison celebrates Its first
fall homecoming this weekend,
Friday and Saturday, Oct. 20
and 21. One of the reasons
for the change from a traditionally spring homecoming
to a fall homecoming concerns
the new calendar for the 19721973 session at Madison. If
homecoming were held in the
spring it would be too close
to exams and if it was held
earlier In the spring then the
weather would be too cold. Another reason Is that most
schools hold their homecomings
annually in the fall.'
No soccer or football events
are planned for the homecoming
weekend. One of the reasons
for
this Is that the day fpr
Ed Trostle pauses with a cigar in his portrayal of "Mark
homecoming
is planned over
Twain's America" last Saturday night Less than 100 persons
a
year
In
advance
and it is Imwere on hand for the performance.
Phot0 by Andy Fields
possible to manipulate the day
around. Coaches are unable to
plan games just so they will
hit the big weekends on camucatlonal system in such a way pus.
By LEWIS H. SWORD
Friday night, the Madison ColSomething must be wrong when as to^accomplish this. For ina brilliant college senior, al- stance, the state may provide lege Band will hold a concert
ready accepted by three dis- 'fourteen years of education to In Wilson Auditorium at 8 p.m
tinguished graduate schools, each individual, with the op- President Carrier will anquits college to become a let- tion to pursue the last five nounce Homecoming Queen at
ter carrier. Something must or six at his own convenience. the concert, and will present
to her a dozen roses and a
be wrong when a promising If a man working on the aslaw student drops out of school sembly line should feel a need plaque engraved with her name.
and begins driving a taxi for to express his variousness, he She will represent Madison College In the upcoming Apple
a living. These are instances would simply return to school
Blossom Festival In Winof an increasingly frequent phe- and study for some more satchester.
nomenon among upper-middle isfying profession.
It all sounds wonderful. Dr.
Later Friday evening, at 9 p.m.
class youth which is confusing
Demott has diagnosed the conthe Homecoming Dance will be
and disturbing.
The reason they drop out, as- temporary American malaise' held at the Harrisonburg Moose
serted visiting scholar Benja- and prescribed the cure. If Lodge with music by "Krlsmin. Demott in his lecture here providing peace of mind for tiana." The dance will be open
to Madison students and alumni
Monday, is to protest against mankind is indeed simply a
with identification. Admission
the culture of "slots," The pri- matter of transforming factory
will be $1 per person.
vileged young resent their pri- workers into accountants and
Friday afternoon at 1:30 p.m.
vilege, because It "slots" them executives into plumbers, by
and Saturday from 10 a.m. Into a predestined role; they all means we should try to
4 p.m. there will be a field
feel that the heritage and sta- do so.
Unfortunately, the human con- 'hockey Round Robin Tourtus of their birth conspire to
nament. Participating schools
determine Inevitably what jobs dition cannot be fathomed so
easily. Even _ If it could be,
they are to hold in future 11
how much money they are."% there would be serious promake, what they are to do blems Involved In implementfor amusement. At the end of ing Dr. Demott's plan.
For one, there are many peotheir particular cultural slot,
ple
who find an lndlspenslble
they can perceive everything
sense
of identity in being, octhey will be at age 40, without
cupationally,
what they are.
having any choice in the matTheir
security
is too fragile By MARY JANE FOLEY
ter.
a
thing
to
be
shaken
by any
According to Dr. Demott, a
Dwlght Allen, Dean of the
doubts
as
to
what
it
is
they School of Education of the Unimuch - celebrated professor
of English at Amherst College, actually do for a living.
versity of
Massachusetts,
all of us have a need to as- Additionally, there are many spoke to a group at Madison
sert our "variousness," the people on assembly lines who College on Friday, Oct 13,
amplitude and diversity of our will simply not be helped by under the auspices of the Visitpersonalities. The working further education. Many of them ing Scholars Program of the Unclass feels this need equally left school initially because they iversity Center of Virginia. The
strongly but, unlike the pri- did not have the mental equip- subject of Dr. Allen's lecture
vileged class, has no mech- ment to benefit further from was "A Modular Curriculum
anism for expressing it. The the experience. Tragic though for Higher Education" which
crisis of the 1970»s lies In It may seem, no amount of focused on current educational
providing such a mechanism. time spent on the assembly programs at the University of
Dr. Demott believes that it line will make them any more Massachusetts.
"Everyone is becoming inwill be possible to restruct- Intelligent or educable.
(Con't on page 7)
(con't. on page 8)
ure the culture and the ed-

Youth Drop Out Of "Slot"

Allen Speaks
On Curriculum

will be William & Mary, Bridgewater, Appalachian State, and
Madison.
Saturday at 2 p.m. there will
be a parade beginning on campus and then proceeding through
the college to downtown Harrisonburg. President Carrier
will serve as the parade mar-,
shal. The parade will Include
ten floats, the Madison College band, some nigh school
bands and decorated cars.
Saturday afternoon at 4 p.m.
a new residence hall, Weaver,
will be dedicated In Informal
ceremonies. The hall Is named
for Russell M. Weaver of Harrisonburg, the former rector
of the Madison College board
of Visitors.
Saturday night Homecoming
festivals will come to a high
point with a concert by John
Sebastian, a folk rock artist,
In Godwin Hall at 8 p.m. Admission will be $2 with tickets bought In advance with
Madison I.D.

Board Views *
Rent Rip-Off
Washington, D.C.—Students returning to higher rents this year
are getting ripped off, according
to the Rent Advisory Board of the
President's Price Commission.
Students who live in college
owned or operated housing, however, don't receive the benefit
cf the President's protection,
because for some unknown rea- .
son, dormitories do not fall under
Phase II control guidelines.
There is some rent increase
allowed, but any rent Increase
must be explained In writing
30 days before the raise. If
the notification is incorrect, the
tennant need pay no Increase in
rent.
The tenant , according to the
Advisory Board, is protected
by local Internal Revenue Service
offices against "harrassment
and eviction."
Rent Increases allowable under
Federal Rent Stabilization Include "base rent" (rent as of
Aug. 15, 1971) plus two and a
half percent of the base rent a
year; the tenant's share of increases in local taxes and municipal services; one rnd a half
percent of the cost jf capltol
Improvements, and tje tenants
share of Increased services.
There are some exemptions
from the stabilization rulings:
new units and renovated units
(where renovation cost exceeds
one-half of the undeprclated cost
or fair market value preceding
Improvement) which were not
offered for rent before Aug. 15,
1971. Units already regulated
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From Waterloo to Watergate

S

By ARNOLD REYNOLDS
The Information uncovered Some other incidents that have include surveillance of memand printed during the past been published In the Post In- bers of the Democratic.candidates' families, fabricating
few weeks by the Washington clude reports that:
FBI agents have determined letters and distributing them
Post has brought to public attention serious questions about that the Watergate bugging was under the candidates' letterthe tactics being used to re- only a part of a massive cam- heads, leaking false news Items
elect Richard Nixon. The re- paign of political spying and to the press, disrupting camvelations, about the unprece- sabotage conducted on behalf' paign schedules, stealing condented nature of some of these of President Nixon's campaign fidential campaign files and
infamous tactics, give the and White House aids.
planting provocateurs in the
Ken W. Clawson allegedly wrote ranks of organizations expected
strong Impression that a new
chapter Is being written In the the "Canuck" letter that dam- to
demonstrate
at the
history of American politics. aged Muskle's campaign. Don- conventions.
This presidential election may ald H. Segretti conducted spy- Another Post article reports
well be remembered as one ing and sabotage activities and law enforcement sources disreported them to President closing that Mr. Segrettl's actof the dirtiest ever waged.
Nixon's
appointments secre- ivities had been financed out
The nature and scope of these
tary,
Dfflght
L. Chapin. The of a cash slush fund kept In the
actlvltes came to light during
President's
personal
attorney, safe of Maurice Stans, the Presthe Investigation of the break
Herbert
W.
Kalmbach
was one ident's chief fund raiser. That
in attempt on the Democratic
of
five
persons
close
to
Nixon fund was Jointly controlled, acCommittee headquarters. Five
burglars were arrested in the who authorized funds for spy- cording to Post sources, by
Democratic headquarters, lo- ing and sabotage.
former Attorney General John
In addition, the Post has al- Mitchell, the President's pricated In the Watergate buildBy DENNIS PLUCHINSKY
ing as they were apparently so reported Federal sources vate lawyer, Mr. Herbert W.
One year ago, the prevailing world. Yet, who would deny
trying to Install electronic sur- as saying that the spying staged Kalmbach, an unnamed White
current of thought was that that the Chinese were Indirectveillance devices. Since their by the Nixon forces was ap- House official, and others. The
Communist China, if allowed ly repsonslble for this by Iniarrest on June 17, links parently unprecedented In scope law enforcement sources also
to enter the U.N., would ram- tiating a Slno-Amerlcan rapI let it be known that the funds
have been made which indicate and seriousness.
page the international commun- proachment? In September of
The charges in the article paid Mr. Segretti were either
the Committee for Re-election
ity with its golden horde of this year, we saw the Japanese
of the President had some con- minds. Effective, but after e- authorized or actuaUy paid by
ruthless fanatics. Or, put In Prime Minister Kakuel Tanaka
nection with the burglars.
nough repetitions we watch the none other than the President's
simpler terms, they would in- visit China In a replay of the
,*g«3*
personal lawyer.
crease the tension In the in- Nixon visit earlier this year.
These allegations, If true, are
ternational arena. Now with the The result of this visit was a
appalling and they cast dark
gift of forehlndness, let us look termination of the state of war
shadows on the moral fiber
in retrospect at China since and the normalization of reof those Involved - If condoned,
she entered the United Nations lations between China and Japan. And as a final crown to
they paint even a blacker piclast October.
China's
one-year pledgeshlp In
ture on the state of our national
On October 26, 1971, by a vote
moral fiber. The argument that
of 76 to 35, the Republic of the United Nations, It was anall politicians are doing it
China (Taiwan) was expelled nounced last week that China
holds no more weight than that
from the United Nations and would raise its U.N. contriBy DR. FRANK ADAMS
replaced by the People's Re- bution from 4 to 7 per cent of
of
a
teenager
who
wants
to
stay
of
the
girl's
hand
and
the
phil"Accident," the 1967 film dipublic
of China (PRC). It was the total budget.
out
past
curfew
because
everyosophy
teacher's
hand
gripping
rected by Joseph Losey from
rhought
then, that with the deThe People's Republic of China
one
else
Is
doing
it.
Everyone
the
top
rail
of
a
fence
about
two
Harold Pinter's screenplay of
has
not been a perfect angel durfeat
of
Taiwan
in
the
U.N.,
else
(the
politicians)
Is
not
Inches
apart
but
not
touching
Nicholas Mosley's novel and
the
PRC
would
move
toward
ing
this
last year. What nation
doing
it
and
now
is
the
time
for
Is
charged
with
sexuality).
shown last Sunday evening In
really
Is?
There has been a
the
American
people
to
demand
reclaiming
Taiwan
by
military
But
a
few
devices,
effective
Wilson, is an interesting, inInvasion
or
through
"football"
massive
exodus
of refugees
that
those
who
are
be
held
If
used
sparingly,
are
used
onovative, and, one hopes, an
diplomacy. What actually hap- from the mainland to Hongkong
influential one. It Isn't a great ver and over: for example, o- accountable. Failure of the
pening close-up, panning out people, to demand that truth pened was that except for sur- during this year. In July, 1972,
one.
The title accurately indicates to the whole scene, action, be revealed to them before facing briefly during President over 4,500 freedom seekers
Nixon's China trip, the Taiwan reached Hongkong from mainits subject; Its theme Is that departure of characters, em- the election, Implies consent.
Issue was all but dropped from land China - the highest total
The significance of the exthe lives of people are governed pty set dwelt upon while Imthe PRC's press and radio for a single month since 1962.
treme
measures
being
allegedly
by accident. (Underscoring this plications ripple out in our
broadcasts.
During the Indian- It Is also rumored that the Chinused
to
ensure
the
election
of
theme are the opening and clos- device Instead of what it is
Pakistani
War
In November ese mainland, especially YunRichard
Nixon
would
not
only
ing shots of a blissfully peace- to convey.
of
1971,
we
found
the PRC nan province, Is a major dopegive
him
an
unfair
advantage
Similarly Losey Is a marvel
ful-looking English country
working
with
the
U.S.
to ini- trafficker. And finally, reports
over
the
opposition;
the
story
at
communication
all
kinds
of
house backed by the terrifytiate
a
cease-fire
in
the
war from the mainland Indicate a
raises
other
serious
points.
things
without
using
words.
But
lngly accurate sound of an autorn
area.
For
the
first
time
new Communist crackdown on
Spying,
wire
tapping,
and
bughere
plausibility
suffers:
Can
tomobile accident).
In
history
the
red
dragon
and
ging
are
clearly
an
Invasion
of
Intellectual and regional strong
It
be
that
two
Oxford
teachers
The plot to support this theme,
(which by its nature precludes and two students are incapable pralvacy and arrogantly flaunt the running dog were working men. Yet these events, balanced
of In a concerted effort to relieve against the PRC's performance
of speech? Their problems are constitutional guarantees
motivation) Involves two Oxtension in the world. In Feb- In the International arena, Inford teachers, each with a Interesting to them and to us; freedom from Invasion of
colorless wife and one with have they nothing to say about privacy. Also, these tactics uary of 1972 we saw a somber dicate the the prophets of doom
children, and a young, hand- them? Well, as they communi- threaten to undermine the whole but gracious China welcome who predicted that the PRC
by posture, gesture, democratic process. Other ad- President Nixon. The China we would Increase the tension In
some male student. A gorgeous cate
glance,
are they not also art- ministrations
have
been saw was not chaotic, aggres- the world were totally wrongj
and vaguely . foreign female
charged with corruption, but sive, or expanslonlstic but or- On the contrary, the Chinese
graduate student Is introduced, iculate?
And this difficulty leads to few if any, can compare with derly, refined, Introspective. leadership has actually helped
to whom all three men are atIn early May of this year, to decrease the tneslon In the
tracted. The student and one
a deeper one. If Mosely and the amount of corruption bePresident
Nixon mined thehar- world today. And If Americans
teacher become her lovers.The Pinter and Losey are at pains ing connected with the Nixon
whlch
would
have Infuriated the had to thank one" man In the Peother teacher, at great emot- 'to show that all human event administration.
Chinese
a
year
ago. The re- king leadership' for this state
ional cost (and even at the exand action Is controlled by acThe Watergate trial will not
pense of returning briefly • to cident, haven't they stacked the be until November 15, eight action from Peking was one of of affairs, it would be China's
a former mistress) resists her deck? Haven't they emasculated days after the election. Find- token verbal barages not one Grey Eminence, the pragmatic,
until shortly after her! only the forces of self-control, self- ing out the truth then wUl be of concrete moves to Increase moderate Premier ChouEn-lal.
eligible admirer Is killed. Af- determination? One simply does a lot like letting the horse the tension. U.S. Jets were Under his leadership, the PRC
ter yielding to him too,: she not believe that two teachers escape, then locking the barn. bombing Chinese freighters and has turned itself toward doleaves.
and two students could be so Now Is the time for the pub- even bombing railroads and mestic problems, and appears
roads within ten miles of the
This story Is presented against
Inarticulate' and so spineless lic to indicate their unwilling- Chinese border. Yet, even to to be willing to let foreign polmeticulously worked out and in the face of accidental forces: ness to condone such activities these acts, the Chinese recation icy work Itself out.
frequently beautiful settings.
And further, because these and dirty politics. Not until was passive. In the same month
One of the headlines In a natCamera work In painstaking, people bring virtually no op- that time can it be said, of May, President Nixon went ional magazine, after the PRC
unhurried, Imaginative, loaded position to the forces against "Napoleon had his Waterloo to Moscow and signed the Stra- was.admitted Into the U.N., was
with nuance* subtlety, and im- them, we are given nothing to and Nixon finally met his tegic Arms Limitation Treaty, "The Chinese Are Coming!"!
plication. (For example, a shot
(con't. on page 3)
Watergate."
an event hailed around the Well, they have come.

COMMENT

The Dragon That
Lost Its Fire

Foreign Film Series

Losey's 'Accident"

....

....
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THE EDITOR

ksis PaoaU
Dear editor,
Dear Editor:
Advertising Council of America), The Veterans for McGovern
Today, in our modern, hurried but people sometimes will make have challenged the College
society, people seem to get off better Christians If they are Republicans to a debate on the
on one of four things: liquor, allowed to see the light them- war In Indo-Chlna. President
dope, sex and religion. Here selves, Instead of having the
Nixon has an admirable record
at Madison College, as at a bulb Inserted In their ear.
In this field. He has withdrawn
great number of other lnstltu- It Is true that faith In God
over 500,000 men, cut spendtlons, the Jesus People, or as will tend to put the mind more ing by two-thirds, and reduced
they are commonly known among at ease, but when reading the casualties by 98%. McGovern
their own ranks, the Christians, Bible and "Praise the Lord's" on the other hand, has made
seem to be trying to take over begin to Interfere with regular public that he favors nothing
the minds and souls of the stu- life, then maybe It Is time to
short of an American, uncondent body.
remember that In Matthew 6:5-6, ditional surrender. The differThis Is not to say that the Jesus Jesus said, "And when thou pray- ences are there and we feel
People are trying to force others est, thou shalt not beasthehypo- they must be brought to the
lnto their way of thought by tradl- crltes are; for they love to pray students of Madison College.
tlonal methods of persuasion. To- standing In the synagogues and But the veterans are being
day, the modern Christian comes the corners of the streets, that nleve (sic) if they feel that
on with such soft sells as "Do they be seen of men. Verily I Vietnam Is the only issue. On
you believe In God?" or "Honk say unto you. They have their this single ground we cannot
your horn If you love Jesus." reward. But thou, when thoupray- debate them. Only by their
Most middle class Americans est, enter Into mine closet, and broadening the topic to encomwho attend this institution have when thou hast shut thy door, pass all foreign policy can we
been brought up with the Ideas pray to thy Father which is in accept this debate. We feel that
of God as our creator and Jesus secret; and thy Father which the record of the Nixon adChrist as his son and our savior, seeth In secret shall reward ministration is admirable In
this field and we will not hesOf course, when someone comes,thee openly."
itate to engage the veterans
up as you are scurrying fromi
in a debate If they will accept
Godwin to Anthony-Seeger and Sincerely yours,
our perposal (sic).
says, "Why don't you come over Christopher Vuxton
This debate can only become
tonight
and well study the Faye Wooters
a reality If the veterans broaden
Bible," the average person
———^^———————
usually replies with "I'm busy
tonight" or "I'll make It If I
M«t WMRA
can," when what he Is really
people who like MOR can groove
saying is "I really couldn't care Totne "Letters" Editor,
less."
Shortly, WMRA will again to WSVA-AM or WMRA, and
Jesus Christ and faith in God change
format - similar to the rest of us can choose bemight be your one way ticket what WSVA-AM has. This will' tween Channel 3 and Jumping
to heaven, but why should the be the only kind of music aired In the lake.
As a former announcer, and
travel agent come to you rather during music slots, every day
as a broadcasting major, I rethan you going to him? The av- of the w>
quest that, If the student body
erage college student has enough
Strangely,.
°
a
committee
of
is dissatisfied with present
troubles with academics and genWMRA
staff
members,
who
inplans,
write letters In droves
era! problems of growing up
terviewed 500 students, con- to WMRA, Box 58, Campus
without having some good Christcluded that what is needed Is Mall, otherwise, "the radio
ian constantly cramming God
more variety.
voice of Madison College" will
down his throat. Perhaps, "God
remain the radio voice of the
is the answer." (circa. 1972 As it stands now, for evening Madison College faculty.
listening people who prefer religious programming can tune In
WEMC, people who prefer coun- Bob Conroy
try can listen to WSCA-FM, Box 902
(con't. from page 2)
care about. Jacqueline Sassard
Is gorgeous, surely. But what
kind of person Is she? Dick
FOUNDED 1922
Bogarde Is meant to be symPublished Weekly by the Student Body of Midiion College, Harrison
pathetic, probably, but he doesn't add up to enough for us to
MEMBER OF:
feel concern for him. (Also how
National Advertising Sarviea. Inc., Associated CoJIagiaM Prats
sympathetic can we be with
Editor-in-Chief
Business Manager
a central character who, In
Andy Fields
Mark Hively
the climax of the work, leads
Managing Editor
Advertising Manager
Into bed a girl still In shock
John Hulver
Llla Norman
from
an automobile acAssociate Editors
dlent?
Sports
Suzanne Chaudet
"Accident" Is a picture well
Buck
Gastrell
Arnold Reynolds
worth seeing and thinking about.
Van
Jenkins
Linda Ligman
Even if it overuses them, it
Mlchele Reilly
Photographers
introduces new and promising
John Cooper
Advisor
techniques. Many another dirPat
McLaughlin
Helen
Swlnk
ector could study It to his profit, especially one directing a
work by Pinter, whose writing method virtually demands
this kind of exploration of barely suggested implications.
But In the process of doing
new things, Losey and Pinter
forgot some old ones: motivation, coherent plot, expresses speech, and a source of
human concern.

Political bsats
their view, it Is their decision.
But if the students are Interested in the differences between
President Nixon and Senator
McGovern, there Is a debate
between Dr. McFarland and Dr.

I
IAs

Zelss on Oct. 18, 7 p.m., In
BlackweU Auditorium on the
Issues that are relevant In this
campaign year. I urge all voters to attend.
Philip Blgler

Staff Corner

BY RICHARD
many students know, Nor
Sandwich Shop burned down Tuesday. It had Just opened a
few weeks ago and had rapidly established Itself as one of
the best places In town. Those
of you who never got a chance
to go really missed out.
There were a number of things
that made It what It was. One
thing was the food; fresh and
plenty of variety. The prices
were more than reasonable; especially for what you got. There
was also something else that
the other places didn't have
and that was a casual and

'1
I

RYERSON
peaceful atmosphere. There
was a chess board sitting out
for anyone to use and a small
library with some great comic
books. The people were friendly and relaxed. By not
serving alcoholic beverages ,
the atmosphere was not only
kept more quiet, but safer for
anyone Just wanting to enjoy
a good meal.
In this age of cheap rip-off
places to eat, It's a shame that
a fine place such as Nor Sandwich Shop was the one to burn.
We can only hope that the people
who ran It will rebuild and be
back in business.

Foreign Film

®1> Sroz*

Candace Cunningham and John Hudson having n "quiet"
discussion in Stratflrd Players production af "Our Town"
which runs through Saturday night and will be seen again
next week on Oct. 2i, 27,28. Chester Jordan directs.

Golden China Restaurant
30 W. Wthw SI.
Lunch

—

Dinner

SPECIAL LUNCHEON
Mon. - Sat.
11:00 - 3:00 P. M.
Open 7 days
Mon.-Thurs. & Sun. - 11 A. M. to 10:30 P. M.
Fit, Sat. - 11 A. M. to 11:30 P. M.
(with this ad, a 10% discount)

HUGHES' PHARMACY, INC
1021 South Main Street
DIAL 434-8650

Burger Chef

PRESCRIPTIONS — FILM

305 N. Maion St

COSMETICS — STATIONERY

A Meal for Everyone

CANDIES — GREETING CARDS
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Madison's Sdwhz, Meeks, Defillipo
Spend Summer m Soviet Union

Album Grooves
By PURPLE FOX
"Grand Punk's" identifying
rhythm through drums and organ come through again in their
new LP "Phoenix." on Capitol records. There are four
rock and roll cuts with an instrumental entitled "Flight Of
The Phoenix" (side one) and
five tracks on side two including "Rock and RQII Soul." Two
songs are typical "Grand Funk"
sounds, "Rain Keeps Fallln' "
and "I Just Gotta Know" and
besides that there really isn't
anything more to said about
the album. Doug Kershaw(courtesy of Warner Brothers Records) adds his spicy electric
fiddle in several cuts while
Craig Frost plays organ,
clarinet, harpsichord, and pl-

:
TYPING
Experienced in Reports
Theses and Dissertations

828-6941

ano. Mark Farner contributes
with vocals, guitar, harmonica,
and organ (on the cut "Flight
Of The Phoenix") and Mel
Schacher plays bass. Don Brewer also assists In the vocals
plus his skills on drums, congas, and other percussion and
the engineering is headed by
Gene Elchelberger.

Peace At Last
A New England newspaper chose to take all those Pentagon
body counts seriously around
1965, and started keeping a
ledger.
Last-month they were able

i to announce the end of the Vietnam war. According to the
collected information dispensed
by the Department of Defense,
the U.S. has killed every man,
woman and child in North Vietnam.

By JERRY BOYER
Going to school in Leningrad
for four hours a day, six days
a week, for nine weeks, adds
up to eight credit hours at
Madison College. But John
Meeks, Joe Schultz, and Valerie DeFilllpo feel that the
experiences they had in Russia add up to much more.
The three Madison students
were among 150 students selected to participate in the Unlted Nations sponsored program in Russia this past summer.
"Most of the students were
from large universities - from
the ivy league schools to California. We from Madison were
the only ones representing a
small college."
Emphasizing always that her
discussion of Russian study
program reflected her own individual opinion rather than that
of the group, Miss DeFilllpo
told of surprises during her

MAGIC TRIM'S
SLENDE SALE

visit "The Russian people
seem to be much more interested in cultural ideas than
political differences. They know
more about American literature
and music than most Americans."
Valerie also felt that the Russians were warm and friendly.
Even though officials sometimes tried to keep them busy
rather than give them too much
free time to talk to the people
she was impressed by the way
the Russian people tried to make
her feel welcome, and how obviously delighted they were to
show tourists their city.
John Meeks spoke of Leningrad and the things that affected
him every day. "The weather
was unique. It was the hottest
summer they had had in 103
years."
He also went on to say that
the Russians were experiencing "white nights" which lasted from the first of June to
the beginning of July. Anormal day of sunlight during this
period lasted .an average of
20 yours. N—'
"The food we were served was
rood - and not too different

Fowlty Dtktci

TWO
JOIN
PRICE
OF
ONE

Electoral Colltf*
Drama
Department faculty
members, John Morello and
Clark Klmball will debate reform of the electoral college
In a program to be aired on
WVPT at 6 p.m. on Sunday,
Oct. 22. The program was produced by the Harrisonburg Rocklngham League of Women
Voters as a part of their voter information.

FOR THE

NOTICE
Jobs Are Available. . . !
For FREE information
on student assistance and
placement program send
self-addressed STAMPED
envelope to the National
Placement Registry, 1001
East Idaho St., Kalispcll,
MT 59901
- NO GIMMICKS -

—Team Up—
—To Trim Down—
—SAVE 50%~

from Madison CoUege. They
even serve the same things on
a certain day of the week."
John felt that the restrictions
placed on the visiting American
students were few - except for
the requirement to stay within
a radius of 25 mUes. Even so,
he felt that Leningrad was a
beautiful place in which to be
located. But he added, "I wouldn't want to live there."
Joe Schultz seemed to think
that the program which allowed
the student to learn of other
people while the students earned
academic credits was a valuable one. He described the
tour taken by the students to
Moscow, Kiev, and the Southern border, where the cities
seemed to be very clean and
efficient, and well served by
several types of cheap transportation.
Like Miss DeFilllpo, Joe felt
that the average citizen did
not want to speak of poUtics
especially the Vietnamese situation. But he nevertheless
formed the judgement that
"most of the people are proud
of their culture, but normally
dlssatlslfed with the government."
Schultz then pointed out that
the Russians make less income,
but have free medical and educational facilities.
He also noticed that the fashions which followed western
styles were five years behind
in women's clothes and as much
as 20 years In men's wear.
Miss DeFilllpo added that they
were fast catching up. "AUeast
there a lot of people who wanted
to buy my Jeans."

Open SPE Party
Tomorrow night after the John
Sebastian concert, Sigma Phi
Epsilon will hold open house.
The SPE house is located along
Country Club Road behind Neff
Trailer. There Is no admission to the party.
The SPE sweetheart for this
year is Pat Phillips. Twentysix women have also been chosen as little sisters of the fraternity.

F. BARTH GARBER
124 S. Main St.
■

You Can Be In A New S ize
In As Few As 31 Days
.1

I'M

CALL NOW!
Or Come By

<

:

■

The Home of
QUa/ity Footwear.
UNUSUAL MERCHANDISE

Sale Lasts thru Oct. 28
Call Now For FREE Trial Visit

.

4344471

MAGIC TRIM FIGURE SALON
60 W. ELIZABETH ST.- HARRISON BURG
Open Mon. thru Fri. 9 to 9 - Sal 9 to 4

It's Hqrrisonburg's Most Unusual Stores

GLEN'S FAIR PRICE
STOflE
187 N. Main St.
Complete Camera Dept.

GLEN'S GIFT
CENTER
95 S. Main St.
Gifts of Distinction

Home Owned Stores With

FRIENDLY PEOPLE TO SERVE
YOU AND SOLVE YOUR NEEDS

**
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Is Industry

Really That Powerful?

BY MICHAEL BORASH

of government and big business,
This is the Introduction to a the tremendous degree of burserjes of five related essays eaucratization of each, and most
concerning political and soc- i important, the ability to asial consciousness. These es- sociate governmental policy and
says will offer a view of the its effects on big business.
Social consciousness is necesUnited States of America from
a comprehensively catastrophic sary before any level of political consciousness may be acposition.
The first essay, "Big Busi- hieved. The three key ideas
ness and the Federal Govern- of social consciousness are empathy, sympathy, and motivament," is offered today. The
second essay, "Technology and tion. To empathize is to put
Specialization," will appear on oneself in the position of someFriday, Oct. 27.The third essay, one else. To sympathize is to
"The Controlled Campus" will share in another's suffering.
appear Friday, Nov. 3. "The Motivation in the highest state
Controlling Media" will be the of social consciousness and is
subject of the fourth essay on the product of the ability to
Friday, Nov. 10, and the last feel empathy and sympathy. In
essay, "The Elitist Victory, other words, if I am able to
A Eulogy and Prediction," will Imagine what ghetto life Is like,
appear Friday, Nov. 17, ten the poverty, hunger and futility
days after the general elect- that characterize a ghetto exions. All criticisms and com- istence, and I then become dements will be answered and pressed and despondent, and
should be submitted via THE finally my despondency leads
me to action. Action that reBREEZE.
flects my discontentment and is
aimed at lessening my troubled
This essay is concerned with
state of mind, (such as jointhe relationship and interdepen- ing VISTA, doing social work,
dence of big business to the fed- engaging in community organeral government. Only when one izations, contributing to a socIs able to understand the closeness of this relationship as ial service agency) and it leads
to political awareness,
well as the Interdependence, me
will the first level of political studying the political parties
and their candidates, to disconsciousness be reached.
In this election year the polls covering which of the candihave indicated that the incum- dates will do the most for the
bent president is running 30 to poor, deprived and dlsadvan40 points ahead of his opposi- taged. But before one is able
tion. Certainly any interpreta- to attain political conscioustion of these findings that main- ness, the aforementioned ability
tains some semblance of ob- to make associations between
jectivity will state that the pres- governmental foreign and doident Is well on his way to mestic politlces with the inre-election with a large ma- terests of big business, must
jority of the vote. Of course be attained. Let me explain
one realizes that these Har- further. Any student of interris and Gallup Polls are not national economics is quite acompletely accurate, but they ware that, in general, a fordo suggest national trends and eign war stimulates a nation's
preferences,
and present a economy and benefits certain
clear indication of the lack of large corporations, in particupolitical and social conscious- lar. To conduct a war, a governness by the American electorate.
Traditionally, and with good
reason, the Republican Party
FOR QUALITY PIINTMG
has been the political party
most favorable to big business,
AT LOW PRICES
and conversely, the Democratic Party has been the champion of the working classes.
Never before in an election
year have these alliances been
more clear or concise. Yet,
when reviewing the polls, we
see the Republican Party, vis
4344957
a'vls big business, far ahead,.
Again, the reason is a lack
of political and social consciousness by the American .
electorate.
Political and social consciousness are two terms denoting
an awareness of the structures

Tiy Jiffy
By Good Printers

ment must provide trucks,
planes, ships, Jeeps, food,
clothing, fuels, chemicals, weapons and ammunition; and who
pays for it all? You, the taxpayers, naturally. And who receives the contracts? Big business does. So in a foreign war,
Vietnam for example, 55% of
your tax dollar Is spent on
defense, (that's such a misleading word) and big business
reaps the profits. And if you
question the fact that big business profits from war, read
the "Wall Street Journal" or
"U.S. News and World Report"
and you shall quickly discover
that business realized its greatest profits in years in 1971.
But even with this realization,
one has not yet achieved political consciousness. We must
now ask ourselves why we are
overseas in the first place?
Certainly you are aware of
military committments in Germany, Thailand, Central America, Turkey, Korea, etc., etc.,
etc. The government states that
we are protecting American interests. But exactly whose interests are we protecting? Not
my Interests, I have no interests in these far-reaching corners of the world, but big business does. When a corporation
becomes large enough, it seeks
overseas markets and our
troops and ships are there to
protect these foreign interests.
For example, Standard Oil
Company receives a government contract to supply fuels
for Vietnam, an immediate advantage for Standard Oil. Yet
Standard Oil Is controlled by
the Chase Manhatten Bank which
is controlled by the Rockefel-

lers. And, of course, we are
aware of who the Republican
Governor of New York is and
who he is supporting for president.
Have yqu even wondered how
banks make thler money? It's
through Investments - national
and International Investments.
If you were to look at large
European Corporations, you
would find American Banking
interests present. You would
also find them In South Amerlia and Asia. Now what would
happen if a South American
nation were to elect a Marxist-Socialist as President in
a free election? The corporation would probably be nationalized, or, the corporation
could finance the assassination
of the new, popularly elected
president, as LT.T. attempted
to do when Allende was elected
President of Chile. And who
was to carry out the assassination? The United States Central Intelligence Agnecy, no
less.
What is all this leading to?
How is poverty associated with
these massive American corporate and banking interests?
The answer is not difficult.
When one is socially and politically aware, one becomes
disgusted with nucelar buildups, nuclear deterrents, first
strike and second strike capabilities, Vietnam, billions for
defense and left-overs for the
poor. When one realizes that
55% of the tax dollar goes for
weapons; when one realizes just
how powerful corporations and
banks are; when one Is aware
of how tremendously wealthy
and powerful some few are

SHOE SERVICE
111 North Liberty Street
Heels while you wait
Free Parking
4J4-1026

Tj
inc.

Debaters To NIU
Madison Varsity debaters,
Donna Will and Gary Gerber,
won three debates while losing
five at Northern Illinois University last weekend, to the
tournament, which drew 20
schools, they defeated Bowling
Green, University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee, and Pittsburgh. They lost to Albion,
Northwestern, Nebraska, Wisconsin state - Eau Callre, and
Northern Illinois.
Next weekend novice debaters
will compete at Wake Forest
while the varsity will enter
a tournament at the University of North Carolina.

MOORES STORE VILLAGE
"Old Fashioned Quality in an
Old Fashioned Place"

MADISON
Clip this coupon for 10%
discount on any mdse. in store
or 20% discount on any diamond
(Fair traded items exempted)

YOUR DIAMOND CENTER

JEWEL BOX
28 S. Main 434-6816
Offer expires Dec. 31,1972

Got the Hungries ??? A little short
on Bread? Well, check this out...

SPAGHETTI FEAST
GRAHAM'S

while 45 million Americans
subsist on less than $3,800 a
year; when one is conscious as
to who is responsible for a
vast portion of the pollution In
this country; and finally when
one is able to put all of these
answers together, then one has
become politically and socially
conscious and is able to cast
a ballot on Nov. 7 in an intelligent, informed and educated
manner.

All the spaghetti & salad you
can masticulate (eat)
AND a cold PITCHER of Beer
on|y 99c

Every Monday from 5—12

Haodcrift Shopp* Featuring Hmdrode
PONCHOS, MINI VESTS, TOTE BAGS,
RAG DOLLS, AFGHANS. STUFFED
ANIMALS, SHEEPSKIN RUGS, CANDLES,
SERENDIPITY HANDMADE ARTICLES
10% di«c College Students
HOOKED RUGS, FOUNDATIONS
FREE INSTRUCTIONS
YARN-NEEDLES ft ACCESS.
20% disc, to Col lege Students
Historical Restoretion-Muteumt
Toon—Picnic Art«
North on Rt. 42,

3 miles N. Timberville on
728 to Moores Store Village.
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The Grandstander
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Photo by John Cooper

Bruce Gibbons of Eagle 4 goes high for a pass
against the Day Studs in a first round playoff

game. The Studs scored a narrow 74 victory.

Linksmen Post Double Victory
The Madison College Men's
golf Team posted a double win
over Shepherd College and Roanoke College In a tri- match held
here last Monday. The Linksmen defeated Shepherd by a

VALLEY NUTRITION CENTER

Your Health FoodStore

Natural
Vitamins
Whole Grain
Cereals
51 E. ENnkth St.

score of 19-2 and Roanoke by
17-4. The medalist for the
match was Bill Lamb with a
score of 75.
This weekend the Linksmen
will host the Madison College
Invitational Tournament. Visiting schools participating In the
tournament will be Roanoke College, The University of Richmond, Virginia Tech, Old Dominion University and William
and Mary College.
Starting time for the first of
two rounds will be 2 Friday
afternoon at Spotswood Country
Club. Team Trophies will be
awarded at the end of the two
day tournament on the basis of
die best four scores from each
day. Teeing-off in the top four

THE BODY SHOP
Purple Building E. Market St
434-1647

Baggies Are In
WHITESEL MUSIC
MARANTZ
149° ° tt 594.94

lit00 tt 44t°°

FISHER
OTIA SKCIAl WICES
1229

30°° t»l9S°°
SPECIAL PRICES EVERYDAY COMPLETE SERVICE DEPT.

77 EAST MARKET ST. 434-1376

Harriers
Trounce
G-M 22-38
Last Monday afernoon, the Madison College Harriers brought their record to 3-1 by defeating George Mason Univerheld at George Mason. Madison won the meet by capturing
positions 2,3,5,6,and 7 while
George Mason placed 1,4,10,
11 and 12.
Jim Owens of George Mason
won the meet with a finishing
time of 29:34. Madison's Bill
Mahone and J.,0. Phillips took
place 2 and 3 with elapsed times
of 30:01 and 30:30 respectively.
Greg Gerlach won first place
honors for Madison In the three
previous meetings of the season, was leading this meet with a
little over a mile to go and took
a wrong turn. The Madison
runners were not familiarized
with this portion of the track
prior to the race. Even with
his blind detour, Gerlach finished eighth in the race.
This afternoon at 3 p.m. Madison hosts Roanoke and Lynchburg in a tri-meet.
Coach Babcock is seeking qualified men to serve as referees
for soccer lntramurals. Anyone who Is Interested In picking up a few extra dollars by
serving In this capacity should
contact Coach Babcock as soon
as possible.

KENWOOD
TEAC
DUAL
New CiSMttt Decks
NEW
MODEL
G ARR ARD
39.95 to 199°°
JENSEN

positions for Madison will be
D.L. Moyers, Bill Lamb, Tom
Pollard and Stan Grey.

the weak point of the program
By BUCK GASTRELL
The soccer team hits the road was the officiating.
This reporter has to agree
again this weekend to meet two
fine northern teams. On Sat- that the officiating had its disurday the Dukes roll into Har- crepencies. But, I certainly do
risburg, Pa. to face the ten- not feel that the lack In the
acious Blue Jays from EUz- officiating program was due
abethtown College. The Dukes to the referees on the field.
were routed last year, 7-1, I believe that the deficiencies
by the Blue Jays In a sloppy, in the program was the fault
mud-filled game. Elizabeth- of the knowledgable, talented
town, like Madison, is a mem- men that were willing to strap
ber of the NCAA. They have on a set of flags but not a
won the
College Division whistle. Speaking of the sit(Eastern Region) of the NCAA uation, Jay Tigner, student cofour out of the last six years ordinator of men's lntramurals,
and in the words of Coach Bob said, "We were desperate for
Vanderwarker, "They are a ( officials...people just won't take
tremendous team."
the responsibility. It's easy for
On Sunday the Madls'on hoot- a player to run his mouth about
ers will head for Long Island, a call, but It's not so easy to
N.Y. totakeonHofstra,theteam make the call."
Bob Vanderwarker previously
At times the officiating
coached. This weekend will give smelled of such things as partthe team members that come iality,
misconceptions and
from the Long Island area a guesswork, but these problems
chance to play for their family could be dispersed by an Influx of knowledgable, Interested
and friends.
The Ddkes are undefeated In men. It would certainly be a
the VCAA and the VISA and good feeling for a team to „
they are number one In both, enter a championship game,
posting six shutout in seven or any game, with the assurance
games. Good luck to the Dukes that the officials would be comthis weekend in their northern petent. And if an individual
debut.
is truly concerned with the
treatment his team will receive
Now that intramural football
he should be willing to devote
Is coming to a close (although
his talents In an effort to upthe final results were not availgrade the entire officiating proable at press time) It Is time
gram.
to look at the season in retroINTRAMURAL FOOTBALL
spect and see both the good and
(Top four teams after
bad points.
regular season)
From an overall view the 1972
American League
flag football program was a
WLT
great success. According to
SPE
5-1-1
Coach Brad Babcock, director
Eagle 3 5-1-1
of men's lntramurals, 416 men
Eagle 5 4-1-2
participated in the program. In
Ashby 4-1-2
regard to the caliber of footNational League
ball played this year Coach
WLT
Babcock remarked,"Theteams
AXP
6-0-0
were more evenly matched this
Eagle 4 6-1-0
year as indicated by the final
Day Studs 5-1-0
standings. There seemed to be
Eagle 8 4-3-0
more finesse and organization
among the teams and a much ATTENTION MADISON WOMEN
Be on the lookout for special
more competitive spirit."
dorm meetings to be held this
In speaking with various team
representatives the general coming week. The basketball
concensus agrees with Coach staff is seeking young ladles
Babcock that the keynote of the to become actively involved in
season was a good, strong com- their program. For information
be sure to attend these meetpetitive spirit. There was also a general concensus that ings. Times and dates will be
•
posted around campus.

Karate Club
The Madison College Karate
Club will hold an organizational
meeting next Wednesday night
at 7:30 p.m. in Meeting Room
*'C" of the Campus Center.
Mr. Don Riddle, 3rd. Degree
Black Belt, will talk on Karate
as a means of self defense
and personal fitness and outline plans for. the Club.
Several Instructors have been
lined up to conduct the classes
and the club will be open to all
Interested Madison students.

CIGARETTES ON.

2.40

160Z. PHIS0HEX

219
.98

100 ASPHtM TAILETS
15 01. W00DIURY SHAMPOO

n
1.95

L0TKHI 1006
-LOW PRICES-

HOSTETTERS DRUG STORL C"

Wanted: Room or apt. to share
or rent alone. Call Kathy at 4342922 or contact Box 2766
Must Sell:
1965 Plymouth
Wagon. Engine recently rebuilt
excellent interior good transportation. Gets, about 17 miles
per gallon. $300 or best offer.
Contact Paul, P.O. 2063, phone
6384.
For Sale: Binoculars, carrying cass, and tripod. 10 power,
50' mm. Field of view 299 feet
at 1,000 yards. Like new. $30.
Call 6236.

16 S. Main St.
OMEGA WATCHES

Checks Cashed
for
Students
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Dukes Nip Lynchburg
As Coleman Scores
By BUCK GASTRELL ,
The Madison College soccer
team rolled up their biggest
win of the season, last Friday
when they defeated the state
champion Lynchburg Hornets,
1-0. Richie Coleman did the
honors for the Dukes with his
second period goal as Madison outshot the opponent 25-15.
During the first half, the front
men for Madison fired 13 shots
but couldn't crack Lynchburg's
tight defense. Coach Bob Vanderwarker said, "We were
hitting the post, their backs,
and the poor goal tender repeatedly but Just couldn't break
the ice."
The Dukes, however, did not
waste any time In the second
half when after only 17 seconds,
Coleman took a through pass
from Ray Laroche and sacked up
the game winning goal. The
remaining 44 minutes was a
hardnosed defensive battle, with

Baker Named
Player of Week
For the second time in three
weeks a Madison College soccer player, Pat Baker, has been
designated Virginia Intercollegiate Soccer Association
Player of the Week. Ray Laroche was namedV.I.S.A. Player of the Week two weeks ago.
Baker Is the first back to ever
be accorded this honor.
Coach Vanderwarker particularly praised Pat's great performance against Washington
and Lee University which won
him the aforementioned honors.
"Baker did it all superbly,"
the Madison mentor stated. "He
had 19 Interceptions, contained
his opposing wlngman without
a mistake all afternoon, repeatedly placed pin-polntpasses to the feet of his teammates, and went back into the
goalmouth to make two great
saves to preserve a 1-0 victory
to keep the Dukes undefeated in
V.I.S.A. and V.C.A.A. play."

Madison Finishes
2nd
In Regionals
Twenty-three men and twenty
women from ten schools participated In the Eastern Regional
Archery Tournament hosted by
Madison's Archers last Saturday. Bill Shields, NAA AilAmerican, won the men's individual honors with a score of
1036. He was representing the
University of Delaware. In the
women's individual competition, Janet Kemmerer of East
Stroudsburg State College won
the competition with the score
- of 834.
East Stroudsburg's
women's team and mixed team
swept first place honors and
Atlantic Community College men's team was first.

neither team able to find the
net.
Leading the defensive effort
for the Dukes were John Knispel and Michael Tesla. Knispel
played the entire 90 minutes
as Madison's sweeper, while
Tesla shut out Lynchburg's
leading scorer. Bob Cote in a
one-on-one battle.
Coach
Vanderwarker remarked, "We dedicated ourselves for a week and a half
to beating Lynchburg. We took
extra preparations and they paid
off...we won the big one."
This- week the Duke Soccer
players took to the road and
returned home with two more
victories under their belts.
On Tuesday the booters defeated the College of William
and Mary by a score of 3-0.
Sharing the scoring honors were
Glen Fedorowlcz, Mike Northey, and John Provost, while
John DIGuardo aided the cause
with two assists. Madison's
three goalies, Alan Mayer, Bob
McArdle, and Chris Holloway,
all took part In the defensive
shutout. The Dukes outshot William and Mary 26-12 in a game
in which the entire team saw
action.
Coming off their victory over
William and Mary the team set
out Wednesday to meet Hampton-Sydney College on the Tigers' home field known as Death
VaUey. The meeting proved to
be disasterous for the Tigers
as the Dukes emerged with
their fifth shutout In a row,
3-0.
Forward Donnie Rittman provided the only scoring In the
first half following an assist
by Glen Fedorowlcz. Turning
the tables around in the second half, Fedorowlcz took a
John Provost pass and placed
It in the cords. Bob Lee completed the scoring for the Dukes
as he racked up an unassisted
goal.
YOllUl (Con't from page 1)
In truth, the lack of diversified opportunities for all
is a problem not to be lightly
discounted. It Is not, however,
the only problem that must be
dealt with, nor can It be swept
away by a visionary reordering
of our culture.
What the argument could ultimately hinge on, however, is
simply that Dr. Demott may
have misjudged the motivations
of his. privileged dropouts. It
is quite probable that, rather
than asserting their need for
"variousness',"
they were
merely asserting their ability
to choose. It Is not necessarily axiomatic that the young

THE OPEN BOOK, LTD.

RayLarachefireaa pats dowafleld from Hi brmd poattoi
against arch-rival Lynchburg. The Dukes nipped the Hornets
1-0 last Friday.
Photo by John Cooper

Riders Outpoint R-M
Last Saturday two of Madison
College's equestrians
rode
their mounts to victory at the
Randolph Macon Women's College Horse Show in Lynchburg.
Nancy Ashway, oh her dark
brown mare Mad Tally, took
championship honors in the
working Hunter division by
placing first in the Working
Hunter class, second in the
Handy Hunter class and second
In the Working Hunter under
Saddle class. Another winner
for Madison was Kim Overstreet who rode a bay mare
named Act of Kindness owned
by Oak Manor Stables. Kim
placed second in both the second Year Green Hunter class
and the second Year Green
Hunter under Saddle class which
made her Reserve Champion
for the Second Year Green Hunter Division. Martha O'bannon
and Michelle Rellley also participated in the show but failed
to place. Riders from RandolphMacon, Roanoke College, Holllhs College, and Southern Seminary Jr. College participated
in the show along with many
local riders. Competition was
by individuals, not teams.
The rjding team plans to participate in the Homecoming
law student wished to be something other than a lawyer; he
just felt that he had been robbed of the ability to choose
that which he wished to be.
It is rather likely that, after
being a taxi driver long enough
to have asserted himself, he
wlU choose to be a lawyer.

jMg VIRGINIA
"■"j'1'"

(703) 434-0034
Mon.-Sat: 10:00-5:00
Thurs.-Fri.: Till 9:00

.

414 4292

TONITE
AT 8:00
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BELL RINGER AWARD
Fm Ouls'anding Picture—Scholasl

Gridders
Pounded By
Salisbury
Last Saturday night Salisbury
State trounced our Dukes 55-0
in a massacre that took place
at Salisbury State. Throughout
the game the Dukes defense
simply could not stop the powerful attack of Salisbury. The
Dukes managed to move the
ball down to the 20 yard line
of Salisbury on one occasion.
Edgar Ausberry was Madison's
leading ground gainer with 32
yards rushing.
Coach McMillin made no excuses for the performance of the
Dukes.
He had nothing but
praise for his mighty opponent.
McMillin said of the Salisbury
game, "We met a real fine
football team with a lot of good
athletes."
"Our boys made
a lot of mistakes but they never quit trying.
The Dukes are idle this Weekend but travel to Hamptonsydney next Friday afternoon.

• •••••••••••**

NKON: NOW MORE
THAN EVER
A PrtVM Lorior, A Dymk StoftsMi
Yoto Nov. 7 to fe-tl«l tb Prosirfoat
hfofMtioi:

EXCELLENT MOVIE
FOR THE FAMILY
ADULTS2.00-CHILD 1.00

151 SOUTH MAIN STREET
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801
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Parade tomorrow and the following weekend participate in
a show at the Rockbrldge Hunt
Club In Lexington.

Ma|

Madison placed second In men's team and mixed team competition, individually for Madison, Ray Stone placed 6th and
Paul Crenshaw was 7th for the
men. Sue Vlnche was 7th in
women's competition. Bob Ryder, who was ineligible to compete, actually took first place
with a 1048. Other Madison
students who participated were
Richard Sorrell 13th, Steve Gurlin 14th,JimWulforst 19th, and
John AUen 22nd for the men.
Barabra Long was 17th andBr-'
enda Early 20th.
The tournament marked the
end of Madison's fall season.
On their opening match on Oct.
4, Madison's team beat Wilson
Rehabilitation Center by a score
of 2253 to 1727. The top three
archers for Madison were Ray
Stone, Paul Crenshare and Steve
Gurlen who accumulated 602,590,
and 546 points respectively. Wilson's highest scorer was Jim
Hurst with 525 points.
Meeting on Wed., Oct. 25 for
the formation of a Madison
College Aquatics Club- 8p.m.
In the Balcony of the pool.

4055 or 5543

A Paid Political Advertisement

Transmission Trouble ?
Try Harrisonburg
Transmission Service
Transmission for Every Make Car.
Cheaper Prices Because Of Cheaper Overhead

OH Port Rood, 4 milos oast

434-1929
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What Price Tennis Balls?
BY SENATOR STEVE HOLSTROM
I received my first letter Just ket-books Just weeks ago when
last week from a /reatly dist- we purchased our much needed
urbed student with whom I a- textbooks from a monopolized
business institution.
gree totally. It seems that
Yes friends, the place in questhere is, cm our beloved camtion
is our (the "our" taken
pus, an established place of
very
lightly) bookstore. Aside
rip-off.
All of us were hit in our poc- from Jacking up prices on textbooks, (an established norm in
the nation's college bookstores)
but also on various other necessities and luxury Items. Let
me give you an example.
Although I'm but an amateur
tennis player, I still would like
to enjoy the luxury of playing
Under the threat of being was- with white tennis balls Instead
hed away, a capacity crowd ig- of soft, brown ones. To correct
nored to Jive on the first "Pub" this situation I strolled Into
session held on the Madison "our" bookstore to purchase
campus in the Warren Campus a can of said item. I spotted
Center Ballroom on Oct. S. such a can near a cash register.
Backed by the Sponsorship of Being of a selfish nature I ran
the fine Arts Com mittee, an out- and grabbed the can lest somelet for Jazz has been made av- one should beat me to it. But
ailable to the Harrisonburg a- when I got to it I wished I hadn't
rea.
for on the side of the can In small
The first evening accomplish- printed letters were the numed what will be sought In the erals three four five ($3.45).
future, faculty and student in- My hand withdrew as if I'd
eraction. Initiating this prac- grabbed hot coals. (You see the
tice where Dr. Dalton Berringer price in a department store such
from Psychology, Mr. Mike HV* as Nichols is $2.77 - quite a diarris, director of the college/s
outstanding new marching b^and, fference.
After a moment of reflection
and Dr. George West, director I wondered if by chance there
of the Jazz ensemble , the Sound was a mistake. A brief disSyndicate.
Playing with the cussion was necessary with a
faculty quartet were Doug De- spokesman for the bookstore
pue, Harold Howland and Jamie which only re-affirmed my opAy res. Spitting the gig with inion. My mind flashed the Idea
this group was the Sound Syn- hurling a few obscentles at anydicate, in Its second year as a one caring to listen but I "reJazz ensemble.
tained control. Dejected and
The full band will make spot dreading the distastful conseappearances , with smaller st- quence of playing more sloppy
udent and faculty groups the sets of tennis with my ratty
main type of entertainment. The tennis balls, I stormed out never
production is informal with a
to set foot into such a hallow
program format of jazz, blues, place.
Jazz-rock, and dixieland. It
will also provide an airing place
for student compositions in these areas. Any group or inThe religious rock group
dividual wishing to perform is "Sons
of Thunder" will perheartly invited to do so by get- from at 8:30, Sunday evening
ting in touch with Barry Owens, In a free concert. They will
Box 2053.
be appearing at Wilson AudJazz Is one of America's or- itorium.
iginal art forms. It is dying
The cost of the concert will
in the United States due to the be paid by the Wesley Foundalack of outlets and understand- tion, which has also helped
ing. November 2 is the next organize the activity under the
scheduled date. Come out and direction of Rev. Jack Petsupport your local pub.
tyjohn.

Jazz Won't
Expire In
Pub Session

Sons of Thunder

The
Famous
Restaurant
Tom Pappas, Owner-Manager
171 tor* Mid Strttt
Featuring
Imported Cheeses
And Wines
French Pastry

/
(703)

Featuring
The Ziaka Bar
Prime Ribs au Jus

,434-7253

shish-kebob
our specialty

Make
WILSON JEWELERS
Your
Gift Headquarters
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"Why is it that the big gays always seem to hit it off better
with the ladies?"

'No Exit' Film To Appear
By THOMAS R. EARL
This Sunday night, Oct. 22,
the Philosophy Forum will
sponsor the movie version of
Jean Paul Sartre's play, "No
Exit." The play takes place
in a room in Hell where three
people are doomed to torture
one another forever. One is a
journalist shot for collaborating
with the Germans, one is a Lesbian who has enticed a young
woman away from her husband,
one the wife of an old man
and paramour of a young lover
whose child she killed. There
is no way to convey here the
turning and twisting of the situation, the remarkable subtlety
of the tortures these people
provide for one another, the
high invention that goes into
the design of their combined
reactions and impacts.
A panel discussion with audience participation will follow

the movie.
The movie will be shown in
the ballroom of the WCC, Sunday night, at 8 p.m. After the
movie there will be a chance
for discussion among students
and faculty. All students and
faculty are invited to attend
Philosophy Forum this Sunday
night and all other Philosophy
Forums this year.

ARM (con't. from page 1)
ereaslngly nervous about the
process of higher education...
The mystique of higher education is coming to an end,"
Dr. Allen said. He emphasized
that the modular curriculum
at the college level is not a
final answer but stated that
any new program which allows
for greater flexibility in the
classroom and greater spontaneity among students is worth
all effort involved in the implementation.
A staunch advocate of the nongraded system, Dr. Allen cited
Impressive employment and
graduate school acceptance records of his students in pointing out that a «'straight-A" report card is not the key to success in life. He also defended
his present practice of giving
coUege credit to students for
previous life experiences which
they feel have been valuable to
them in their college work.
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INTERNATIONAL
& SHOP

WORLD-WIDE Ma
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—MANY UNUSUAL GIFTS—
Water Pipes - Chess Sets - Candles - Music Boxes
All Kinds of Incense - Hand Carved Olive Wood Figures
Hand Carved Sea Shells - Revolving Lamps
All Kinds of Dolls - Solid Brass Gifts - Camel Skin Lamps
433-1211

NEED FUNDS FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION
Contact Virginia's Largest Fund Raising Organization

MORE PROFIT WITH LESS EFFORT
For Further Information;
PHONE: Tonight
Saturday
Weekdays after 6:00 p.m. 434-1227
Sundays
PHONE: Weekdays

434-8836

MAILING ADDRESS: Gobbler Chemical*
P. O. Box 572
Harrisonburg, Va. 22801

